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Living landscapes
Landscape is one of the most fascinating assets of Europe. The great diversity in landscapes reflects a multitude of historical layers. Europe’s living landscapes, an attractive new book by KNNV Publishing, presents the story of some of the most expressive European landscapes. It explores how engagement may safeguard and improve landscape identity for the future.

European landscape is diverse, however it is changing rapidly. The old activities still reflected in the landscape are no longer efficient, and new functions tend to be dominated by new consumer demands, followed and enhanced by national and European policies. Balancing the existing assets of the European landscape against the societal need for change is the challenge. For this book, members of the Landscape Europe, international network of expertise on landscapes give their experiences.

Growing up in a Greek fisherman’s village gives a person a different identity than growing up in the English countryside, even in our globalised world. Our sense of belonging is largely determined by the environment in which we feel at home. Europe’s living landscapes is a tribute to this valuable contribution that landscapes make to our lives. It is a rich collection of some 25 essays on various European landscapes, ranging from the splendid baroque hunting castle of Moritzburg, with its forests where Saxon dukes and kings once hunted, to Norway’s summer pastures, and from the French cheese landscape of Saint-Nectaire to the Hungarian Great Plain.

Europe’s living landscapes also describes how this diverse European landscape is under threat by agricultural intensification, fragmentation by roads and urbanisation, or abandonment. In their essays, recognised landscape specialists focus on landscapes as they perceive them, on the practical problems they experience, and on the solutions they have found, often together with local inhabitants. They explore the identity of these landscapes, and the way it can be regained and reinforced.

Each chapter focuses on a unique European region, describing its geographical features, historical functions and present characteristics. Many colourful maps and photos, as well as striking historical photos and literary impressions, make Europe’s living landscapes an attractive book. It is meant as a source of inspiration for policy makers, landscape managers, researchers and citizens in the pursuit of sustainable living landscapes in Europe.

Europe's Living Landscapes (Chapters available to Download)

1. Introduction: Europe's living landscapes at a turning point

2. High Nature Value farmland and traditional agricultural landscapes
3. European Landscape Characterisation

4. The Saint-Nectaire cheese landscapes: myth or reality?

5. The Norwegian summer farming system

6. Renewing the landscapes of Lombardy

7. Multi-functional Landscapes in Scotland

8. Building New 'Ring Forts' in Defence of the Irish Landscape

9. Cultural landscape paths in a polarised Belgium

10. The Oer-IJ: A metropolitan wetland on Amsterdam's doorstep

11. Heathland, an ever changing landscape

12. Can fine landscape qualities be sustained under relentless pressure for change?

13. The Netherlands' youngest polder in its prime

14. Farming for Nature in the Fehntjer Tief

15. The veiled patterns of power

16. The Moritzburg cultural landscape

17. The Vychodné Karpaty, a forgotten landscape

18. The Pannonian Great Plain a flourishing garden?

19. The Copenhagen Finger Plan

20. The Aegean Islands: a paradise lost?

21. Chianti beyond its wine

22. Complexity in the simplicity: the Spanish dehesa

23. The Multifunctional Landscape of Marvao, central Portugal

24. The terraced Landscapes of the Maltese Islands

25. Conclusion: Towards a living European Landscape
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